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0. Introduction

At several places in his mathematical arguments Brouwer

refers to temporal and modal notions, e.g. in phrases like

now suppose that at some time.." and ..it would be certain

that A could never be proved to be true". Our object is to

give a semantics which is adequate for intuitionistic reaso-

ning involving the use of tense and modality. Our semantics

will be closely related to the familiar Kripke semantics, but

the role of tense and modality will be more central and ex-

In section 1 a description of the semantics is given

and in section 2 the tense logical formulas which are valid

under cur interpretation are deter^ir_ed. in subsequent sec-

tions we'll give our interpretation of the theory of the

creative subject and the theory of lawless sequences. Further

we add one reconstruction of the negative continuity theorem

to the list of existing reconstructions and we comment on

the matter of weak and strong countere amples.

We know of no earlier attempt 'to use tense and modality
in a systematic -way to represent intuitionistic reasoning.
Tnere is some work on intuitionistic modal and tense logic,
but this is --of -arvtotally different character.,, ,since it is
concentrated on, investigating intuitionistic analogues of.
classical systems of modal and tense logic, thereby.giving. ,.



little or no attention to philosophical"issues.° For in-tuiti-

onistic modal logic see (Bozic & Dosen, 1984), (Sotirov, 1984)

and (Dosen, 1985), where the first of these papers contains

a survey of the literature on the subject. For intuitionis-

tic tense logic see (Ewald, 1986), where a discussion of

philosophical issues is promised to appear in subsequent

work by the author.

However, we are not interested in in_tuitionists inves-

tigating modal or temporal structures, but in representing

intuitionistic reasoning using temporal and modal notions.

Hence we prefer the term "tensed intuitionistic logic" to

"intuitionistic tense logic" when describing the subject of

this paper. On the other hand, there is some related work:

In a nrepri nt with the title ."Lawless sequences and tense
logic" Richard Ves.ley adds some tense logical axioms to in-

tu`tor_istic logic in order to formalize the concept of

lawless sequences and to arrive at some proof-theoretic
results. His tense logical axioms are only claimed to be

adequate for these purposes, though.

Our ir_teriretation of the theory of sequences is

modelled after the interpretation in Beth models in. (van_

Dalen, ,.1978) .

J.M. Niekus independently arrived'at-conolusions about the

theory of-'the creative°subject which are°'Very similar to

those- we arrive` ai in this'- Aaner.See (l iekus He'



also gives an interpretation of the creative subject in

FripkeN models but- this .nt.erpretat_ion° zs :essentiallydif-
ferent from our interpretation.

ac emert

This T =per has benef to = r:uch' from pro-. van Dalen_' s suC -

F-est ions and his (zn more than one sense) constructive
criticism.



mantri_,cs-, ,far te=-sred; intuit;ionist c mathematics.,

A good example of the kind of reasoning for which we'll

try to give an adequate semantics is Brouwer's argument that

0 does not,,, imply > 0 or e < 0,. were is a real num-
ber. For practical convenience we give an extensive repro

duction of this argument as it occurs in (Brouwer, 1948A):

Let A be a mathematical assertion that cannot be tested,

i.e. for which no method is known to prove either its absur-

dity or the absurdity of its absurdity. Then the creating

subject can, in connection with the assertion A, create an

infinitely proceeding sequence of rational numbers a1,a2,a3,..

according to the following direction: As long as, in the

course of choosing the an, the creating subject has expe-..

rienced_ neither the truth, nor the absurdity of A, every an

is chosen equal to 0. However, as soon as between the choice

of am_1 and that of am the creating subject has obtained a

proof of the truth of A, an is chosen equal to 2-m for every

natural number n >, m. And as soon as between the choice of

am and that of an the creating subject has experienced the

absurdity of A, an is chosen equal to
-2-m

for every natural

number n >, m.

This infinitely proceeding sequence a1,a2,a3,.. is posi-

tively convergent, so it defines a real number
R.

If for this

real number
?
the relation Q > 0 were to hold, then

Q
< 0

1. A

e e



would be mpb.ss. b1e=:, so would. be certain -that,- A could -

ne-ver be proved:, to be absurd, so the absurdity of the- absurdity
of A wou3:d b.e known, so .A .would be tested, which it: i:s.: not.

Thus the relation 0 does not hold. Further, if or the
real number e the% relation 0 were to hold, .then . 0

would be impossible, so it would-- be _c-e'rtain,, that A mould .ne-

ver be proved. to be true, so ,the,, absurdity of- A would be

known, so again A would be tested.,, which it.. is not. Thus nei-
ther does -"the relation p :. 0:: hold..

Finally let us supD:ose". that the, relation 0 holds.,
In this case neither -:0 .nor < O. could, ever; be proved,

so neither the absurdity nor.: the truth. of., A could ever be
proved, so the absurdity as well as, the-, absurdity o f, the, -ab
surdity of A would be known. This is :a contradiction, so the
relation P = 0 is absurd, in other words the real -numbers
and G, are different

The argument above may, be .interpreted .. as,. aome:_ kind, of

thought experiment in which an. idealized ,mathematician is

supposed to go through discrete stages of time, obtaining

new knowledge and, choosing values,.- of choice, sequences in the

Our may be _cons.i-dered.a to'.1-e_ an. elaboration

of Such thought

Let , , , . _ :denone-° possi.ble.:;,state-s, of of pan

ideal-iz.ed._ intu:itionistiC mathemat'ic an, (IM for shorn) at t-irae_,
t («) Q .) . 3 Earh,5tat:e: of. knowi.-e.dg:e...:is" assumed.

it

p >

P < >

e =

Q > e

(



e closed under logical reasoning... "of o-A" abbreviates
r ---the IM has a; proof of All. In general the, question -whe=

them 0< A` is- strongly related to the question which states
of knowledge are, p'os;s`ibler from v :

Let 'A be, non-tested in. ,,. i, e. «J =4A and and

let oc be as; in .Br.:ouwerl s argument above;.

Then the assumption «iF- P°. > O: Leads to a contradiction,,, but
one -does not, have « ii= ( > 0 ) , since: for the 11 knows A

may be proved at some time after, t::( This is not changed-_
if by chance A can, never be actually -proved-,--, hence the fu-

ture, states of with respect. to a not,

necessarily- have', to be` states of in. which the I-t-T,

can actually find.-himself.-, but -states of
which he considers possi-ble-, on. the, .,grou nd_,, of- the

available in in. .

We assume that our IJ1 is able to survey in some sense

the future states of knowledge he considers possible, thereby
accuiring the over, then to be able e.;g.. to

infer; -A from the-fact: that: in all future;5.po.ssible:. states, of
knowledge.- A does not hold. I : (Kripke,. 196:5) Kri_p°ke implicitly

as suri e s- that his IM ,able, survey all future "evidential-,
s ability .is, based

upon. The assumption on our IM can, be.:justi.fi:ed° store .degree

since in w then IM knows, which- atami.cc: f=acts;,are., true.: =at: t(®t) .

Hence he can systematically aal= futur:e.: pas.s,ible.

states. of knowledge yhy cons: doer ng:,al1=. possible. ways yet

to

"in

oeq-,-,A,



known atomic --facts may become -true,- and inferring what the

state of knowledge relative to each possible, set -of true ato-
mic facts will be. E. g. ' if in « the values of r,(1.3) and Z(13 )
are unknown, for some lawless a sequences v and _ Z, then, in
the IM -can" construct a j3I = such. that 5 r(13) = Q A x(13) _ 0,
a 2 such that 2 14- n(1 3%) = 0 A x(13) = 1: , a such that
(331- x(13 )` = 1 A 4(13) 0, etc;' The propositions which can
be proved in C"i are exactly the-,propositions- which the IM
can Drove in oc on the assumption of the atomic facts which
are assumed to be true in Vii, a'le 11 write.- for "in «
the IM can construct with, t(a) < t((s')! and " a for
,1-,.x =

t or < (3

The assumption that each state -of knowledge is closed
under logical reasoning -can be made more. precise by assuming

that the knowledge of the IYI is built up canonically from

the atomic facts according to Heyting's proof interpretation

of the logical connectives. E.g. the IM:.,hasv a proof of A A B
iff the IM. has constructed a pair (p1,p2) such that p1 pro-

ves A and p2 proves B. 'then the assumed -closure under logi
cal reasoning implies: that the IM will in fact construct such
a pair' (p1 ,p2) (r;he=never= he, has, constructed-,p1, and p2 Hence

a iff- A A- B iff °c( 1FA and 1FB Anal-ogously` one.: o:bta-ins- oC"1 A., v B;°

i f f a I l- A or a fit- B.

The IIM has a proof of A B iff he has a. construction p
assigning- to each ,proof' -q. of A -a, proof' p(q) - of B.. By our cl o-

«

=

"o< < P

.< "

c
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sure -assumption, We have :.« q--A: and cc *-.A -i B implies, of I- B

Hence « iE-`A -t, B implies for all p i+- A implies- (i u- B) .

On the other hand, if we--have-for all >,:; ac (( it A implies

then by our assumptions -we have- A B-.:- -Let q be

a proof of A possible in c-,(, then there is a P7, -a such that
in P the IM has a. proof of A. Since in o,the IM is assumed to
survey all a., the II is' able to find the set of possible
states of such that in (i° q is aproof of A.
Let qi 'be a7proof_. of B in Then the ILK- is able to con-
struct : a proof p of A-4 B,: p (q) := qi if q is found in
By the closure he will then .actually construct p

in a.

Note that we have somewhat liberalized the notion of
a proof of A, B: p-° is a proof -of A --;, B if' p is a construc-

to each- proof- q of A and each, state -of know-

ledge in which q is constructed a-' proof p(q,oe) of B. The
following example. justifies this liberalization: Let n and
be lawless sequences such that in- « the w of v((13) and

(1.3-) are unknown. Define A x(13) = B.- :z=- Z,_(13 ) - _ .0- V

x (13) 0 O. f3 C, O t (1-3) ;O and (314- 13-)

= 0 /\ (13) - 1, for P 0 A,
1

-} a . Then A has a-, trivial proof
in b,oth, f- the - proof of v Br -in_ f differs. from
that, in Hence it is-i?ot_.p.o_ss.ible,- assign a prpof, p(q.)
of B to each proof q of A, where q is the only parameter of
p. in ITJ knows he will -have a proof: of B

whenever he' has one -of. A, i-n-- other` the Ell knows that

>, a

a -

a

7,

i.

v

0,

=
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A implies B.

Since "A is interpreted as A

we also have &'I1- -,A iff f'`or i
1 and for all « a 141,

1 A. Hence` :sati's y

fies the-- usual clauses for-the forcing relat ion in Kripke
models for propositional intuitionistic logi'& If -we add

quantifiers to the language, we have to discriminate between

actual and possible domains: sn actual domain Da consists of

elements actually constructed in a and is general a -sub-

class of some possible domain PD., consisting of elements

which in a the Iii considers- to be possible elements of the
domain D`'considered where this domain D is given by -some

intensional description.
The I'M has a proof of dx Ax in oc iff in of he has a con-

struction p assigning' to every a Ply atd- every 3 a ..a

proof p(a',CK) of Aa. Since 'PD« U D -we "have, by arguments

analogous to those in `the case of the implication,
if -f for all (? : a for all a et Dp P11=°Aa. It is clear --that -,Yon

our assumptions"we also have x=Ax -iff fo-r sore a D alF- A?

Although we` have given the for the quanti-
fier in the general case, we will mainly concern ourselves

: ith cases where D, D« and coincide for every a, i.e.
where the domains are constant in time. However, in any case
1F satisfies the usual clauses.

-1

so far we -have-used the' assumption"'that the IiT is able
survey all future possible'states of,knowiedge in the

-i

' a P

in

E >,

=
A >,

E

to



justification of the clauses for the implication and the

universal quantifier. -However, on this assumption the IM

is able to make,, several other- inferenrces._ g. if for all
( 7 a At-A,. t.h,en the. -IM is_ -able to obtain (and, ,,by our clo-

sure assumption the.,,IM does, obtain), a construction p as.-

signing to every (3. > P( a proof p,(() of A.

Such a construction p is a natural candidate for a
proof of GA, with G .th.e, usual future tense operator giving
"GA" the following intuitive meaning: "A, is always going to
be the case". Hence, by the considerations above, the ope-
rator _G ray,be ,irterpreted, in ,our semantics by the clause
a !f- GA iff for all ( > « (3 A.

If we a proof of FA ( Avw;ill be true at some
time in the future'-') to be a construction

a future possible world (3 and
a proof of A,, then mwe obtain the following natural in-

.F: ce th.:FA^ff,

a.(3 such that .a> a- and:

or . every ,path Pa there .exists

p- A, or the 'equivalent: a - FA
iff there exists a bar B,a such that ±or all, '(3 E Bra A.

is a, path through ,,, ard-,B , is a bar consisting
elements > a . )

Notice that we have given the F a-strong in-

terpretation: FA is true in a iff A will eventually be true

at every .possible branch, of future possible worlds through a.
We think, this interpretation.-_ is,. the appropriate,. one for ten-

e

(31-

of



sed intuiti°onistic mathematics. A reason for- this is that,
we don't have the validity-of, FA --u CFA ;f F is given .the
(more usual.) weak interpretation. (FA is true in -c4 iff . A is

true somewhere at some branch starting from Ge.).

Another reason is that it, seems plausible that an in-
tutionist may >say at t .< 13 that he knows that for some law-
less sequence n it will be the case that J,(13) = 0 or that
r1(13) j 0, without him knowing either that it will be the
case that 1(13) = 0 or that it will be the case that y(13)

0. So we don't want F(A -i B)-v FA v FB to be valid. Related

to this is the following:
In note 4 to Brouwer's paper on the non-equivalence of

the constructive and the negative. order relation on-tne con-

tinuum Heyting gives a of f-a handwritten note by

Brouwer which refers to the proof in this paper..(Brouwer,

1975, p 603) In this note Brouwer makes a distinction be-

tween propositions which have been tested, i. e. propositions,-
A for which -,A holds (in Brouwer's notation: IA),ard
those which will be tested, i.e. those for which F(-,A v
holds (in Brouwer's notation: A1). This distinction makes no
sense if we are allowed to conclude F-,A v F,A from F(-,Av
Since if we had F-,A, then A would be contradictory, so we,,
would have -,A and if, we had :.F-,-,A, then, -,A -would be contra-

dictory, so we; would have "-,A.

~In'this: note: Brouwer -makes vextensive use of explicit

reference to tense,, e, g. he defines !;!B; -Yimplies - All as from

translation

v,-,A

-,-,A)
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now on I have --ar algorithm, Which =enables me to derive A

from B " . ' However, the comments that .the proof obtained in -,his

note "seems unsatisfactory, for" IA does not seem admissable

as a mathematical notion". -Whether admissable or :not, in any

case it 19 clear that the indexidality of A stands_in the

way of the intended validity `of,-(Av IA The notion of `the

creative subject,',.which`-we'll- discuss later, is not subject

to the same objection.' s°ince-herein the .reference -to a point

of time is not indexi-cal:
After this--little excursion, let us give° a formal des-

criotion of our semantics:

We are interested it models in .hich every possible
future =knowledge dtvelonme-nt '1s 'represented., Hence the fol-

l owing definition:

DEFINITION 1. A Kripke tree is said to branch out maximally

if it is not nossible to add at some node of of the tree a
branch different from all the branches starting from of

without changing the validity of some formula of the langu-
age considered.

EXAMPLE

Suppose 'K is the following Kripke tree for
intuitionistic propositional logic:, PI

p

K does not "b"ranch out maximally, since Ki`t °is possible: to add

severalj -many) branches at the bottom node

algorithm

:
T

P



without .changing the validity of any, formula from,, the ,language

of in one variable:

.Notice, however, that these branches would change the validity

of e..g. Gp.

DEFINITION ,2. An intuitionistic tense tree is an intuitior_is-
_

tic Kripke tree K = K, D, IFS such that
K branches out maximally.
< , the strict ordering associated to is serial,

i.e. for all a there exists a (3 > «.

IF satisfies the following clauses in addition to the
usual ores:

a GA iff for all (3 )a (3 A

a If- FA iff there a bar E,,« such that for all
E. D>« ( li- A.

.We believe that the considerations in this section sug-

gest that the tensed intuitionistic formulas which represent

true intuitionistic propositions are exactly those formulas

which are valid in all intuitionistic tense trees. This se-

mantics is not as impractical as it seems, since (classically)

< ,

.< ,



we"know that i?f' there -exists a -Kripke tree K - "iri which A is,

not valid, then there exists a couhternod='e'l,'K' which branches

out maximally. In view of this well also call intuitionistic

tense trees those Krinke trees which do not branch out maxi-

mally, but satisfy all other requirements of definition 2.'

Hence we arrive at a semantics which is technically very

similar to the usual Krioke model semantics. Although the se-

mantics is classical we believe to have shown it to have at
least some plausibility as an interpretation of intui tioni`s-
tic reasoning. Lioreover, the semantics may be used to deter-
mine some extensions of ntuztionisticwlogic E. in the"

next section we'll determine which tense logical formulas

are valid under our interpretation.



2. Axiomatizat ion of tensed intuitionistic logic

In this section, we'll,, give a completen°e_ss theorem which
yields an axiornatization of the system tpIL of tensed pro-

nositional formulas valid in all intuitionistic tense trees

for propositional logic. This theorem is an adjustment of

the completeness theorem for the minimal intuitioniStic

tense system IKt given in 1986)

To crone the theorem

of the system tpIL:

,:we use a Gertzen-style formulation

(A and S_, denote finite sets of a double line indi-
cates that the deduction from,

,4,X I\ Y+-5
(G1)

4,X,Y - d,

.4,X
(G3)

.4 E- ,X

2

(G2

(G4

(G3') X, -1X F- (G4' ). X,X-*Y -Y

(G5)
A - (G6)

(G7) , 4

In addition to these rules of intuitionistic logic we have

ttom to top is also valid.)

the following tense-logical rules:

4,x V Y

X,4 1- Y

.4 F_ X-4Y

A.4, X F- --0, X



(G8) (G9)
G A - GX G .A, F 8 F- FX

..,Ani) = G. :Similar-, for F..

(G10) F- (G11) f- ,Fl

(G12) h FFX-FX (G13) 1- (G14) F- GX--FX

DEFILITION 3. Let A, be (-possible infinite) sets of for-
mulas. A pair is cons-stent if for no finite subsets

-40
ar_d

O
c5 do we have A0 E'S 0 m .i- al consistent if

in addition for all -orTMuulaa X X E AUG.

LE. G"A 1. Each consistent pair (.4,A) can be extended to a

axial consistent hair.

Proo_ Let X0,X1 ,X2, ... be ar enumeration of all formulas.

Define: (.40,SO) _

('An+1 ..?,n+ consistent

of erv:rise

(q$,$x)

Then is a maximal consistent extension of
Here we use that if ((,,) is consistent, then either

V 9Sn) if (InV is

{[ v {1Y} ,oD) or ((, aDU{X5) is consistent, since otherwise

A-X A,Pi- X

A GA1 n ...

' j

(.n'n u i`= )

g



X I-w and -d1 f--O1 , X for some -finite subsets- L"0, j"'1 5 e and

,b0,0 c13, ,=But then, by (G5),, [2,,X h-.02 and'.21°'D2,X, There

0 u e1 and,Z2 ._ .0 u 1 . Hence, by (G6) , .4 21-02. Contra-

diction.

Each maximal consistent pair (4Q,.$) ,can be represented by a
valuation v- such that v(') 0 if n E

i_ I
(potation: yr (A,

Define the fo11o in.g orderings on. valuations:

v w :tz-) VX((v(X) = 1 v v(GX) 1)- (1) 1)

` VX( 1 v v(G:') = 1- v v(F'-) = 1)

I 2.

2.1 If wrv (,A, t V {Y,Y=3 Z ) , then there exists an x >, w such

that :k(Y) 1 and x(Z) = 0.
2.2 If then there exists- an x..>, :Fr such

that ' x{Y) = 1.

w r such2.3 If w rv (.A , V G`T }) , t en there exists an x>
that x(Y) = 0.

2.4 I_ wN(.,4 U f FY then for all z w there exists an
x >, z such that x(Y) = 1 .

2.5 If {FYI ),, then there exists an x>," such

that x(Y) = 0 and x(FY) 0

Proof. 2.--1: Consider (,4U {C : w(GC) = 1} 0 iY}, JZ4). This

=
C, and 0u.0

=

. )

= w =

= 1)

=

wN(,4,Sv,Y),

I

,) , ,

v w

=



pair is consistent, 4ire other ise' ,O v OY t--Z for some

finite subsets._A0 'and
C0 5. C-

: w(GC) - 1 f.--But' then, by

(G4) 40 0 Y--Z`and, by (G8) l--G(Y--4Z). Hence

vrre would have w(G(Y-Z)) = 1, which, by (G1O), yields a
contradiction. By Leina 1 we can extend this consistent
pair to a -:axi :al consistent pair Take X nJ (,,q° ";

2.2: Substitute 1 for Z in the orocf of 21 and use the
fact that 1- G(-,Y -,r.
2 . 3 : Consider ( 4 v C (GC) = 1 1 Y ) . This -°eir is con-
sistent, since other.rise Y , where rQ 0 and are as
ir_ the :.)roo of 2. 1 . But then we would rave G(A Jv O) 1- GY

and hence v;(G`Y) = 1 Contradiction
2.4 : Suns ose- z >, v:. Lets -z w Consider, ( V y, z (G-.)

0 O,<r -_L.-, 17 1 pair is ccnSisten - since o ese V

But then, by ( G G(C-'C O ), F'Y FL. z >, i---7, 1ies z(MY) = 1,

hence :e .:Quid have z»(F )- = i . C=ontrad-ction

2 . 5 : Con. siaer 7("C) D vr(F3 = Y

This pair is consistent, since otherwise 0_v COs 1JO I°Y,FY.

But then, by the arvune-t displayed belovr, v.e would, have
G(Av FZContrad_i ct cn,.
4, Y I- FAT (by (G13)&(J14) )

14, FY

G A
y

(I~ ) `FFY 1- FY (by (G12) )

F F Y , FY G,A, F , FFY- FY

h.FY

l 0S =

0

(At , ,81). $') .

,.D) . = 1

L) , )
.

(,Q V {C = 1 V 1

-

G),-2' F-

0



THEOREM 1. For every valuation v there exists an intuiti-

onistic tense tree K such that v(X) = 1 iff X is valid ire K.

Proof. Let a valuation v be given. We'll construct finite

a:)-croxiiatioins Kn to the desired model K-. Fix an enumera=

tion X1,X2,X3,... of formulas: ..

sta e O. KO :_ < kv3, SO, 0 , where <O =
v II-,,A if_' v(A) = 1 .

,v> and

ste e n. Let Kn-1
= < vi n_1 , n-1 1F n-1 >

with

a finite set of valuations, < n-1 a o ,rt~ al ordering on

,4 r_-1 and vi ii- V-:; (A) = 1. '7e obtain Kn from Kn-1

in three steps. which are describe--' bolo',.. Let the struC-
Lure c^t_ined after step s be Kn_1 = } s sC Vi 1 ' n-1 ' 1

n(Then K3-1 = Kn = Krl.)n

In each step we may need to add some nodes above existing
nodes in the structure obtained after the orevicus step.

If Ix } is the set of valuations which have to be added to

Kn-1 in order to obtain Ks+1 (i. e.- lv r1 i `'i s-1 U x;
and if h is a function such that x. has to be added above

s+1 Vvr(j), then < is the transitive closure of n-1
<Trr(j),sv and 1'<--s+l }-r_1 V x`,A> . x(A) = 1

- n-1

step 1.

0.

for m + 1 while m n do:

1 . If Xm and for some 't%, E S vii n`-1 wn) (.4, By {Y-' Z

and for ail z >,r_1w - (z-(Y) = 1 implies z(Z) = °1-)-, then

1-

,:i } n-1

{

<
.

1

=

<

.

T

= t)

.



add some x >, such that x(Y) = 1 and x(Z) = O.

= nY ar_-^ for some w e v1If Xm

and for all z >,Y,-1w z(Y) = 0, then add some x >, w such

that x(Y) 1

3 . If X. = OY and for sore: e iVIJ ri1 tip; (4 $
L/ 'Gy

and for all z >, L-1" z(Y)

that x(Y) = 0.
then add, some such

sled ^

:= 0.

for n .= rn - 1 1e r. do.

Al. If X FY and for some v 1
1

rv ( v and

there exists no bar Bon p-1. such that for all
z E B zY) = 1, then for evar-, z > 1.W with z(Y) = C

r_

add sore x >, z ..i th x(Y) = 1.

step 3.

m .= 0.

for rn + 1 h,1e rn <n da.

If X = FY and for N(A v{FYandn

C) fa". <2 there exists zv- oar B>yr such that for all z e E->W

z(Y) = 1 , then add sore -x such that x(Y-)

( .. 2.i ensures that the valuation x hyc:n has to be
added it case i does exist.)

K := U Kn is the sou-_t after intutionstic tense tree.
n-D

(, °is- obviously a tree, the. forcing. relation satisfies the
clauses and the strict ordering ,associated,,-to the ordering

;y

2. n-1

=

n-

= 1 , x
.

... <

:= E i

<

i}
2_1

> = 0.

-



on the valuations is serial,`I's'ince,, by (G13) and (°G14), FT
is satisfied in each node of "the ;.tree and hence for each node
a successor has to be constructed..

One easily derives the following (Hilbert-style) axiomati-

zation of taIL:

_-x i o s :

(1) axions of IF (6) FFX FX

(2) G( T)- (G ->GY) (7) X-4G;..

( 3 ) G G Y (8) GX -FX

(4) F(X A Y)F FTX.A Y) 9 7

(5) F(X 10 G-(XY)-

Rule: modus ponens.

These axioms yield'the Gertzen rules for tDIL:

X-->Y)

( G 8 ) : Suppose Al AA2 A ... nAn--kX is derivable,. Then, by t(7),
G(A1 n A2 ...

n n

n

.. AA) Hence,

...
If A = ¢, then (G8) follows

by (3),

from M.

A

G(A1 A ... /AnnB1 A ... nBm 'X) (by (7))
/ ' \ (by (8))

F F(A1 n ... nAn \B1'A... nBm) --,FX (by (5) )

X_ - GX

n Y)E--j('_TX A

1-

(G9): t- Al AAnAB1A ... /\ Bm X

h

t-F(A_1n... AnnB1 nBm X)



w.. _AFBm-9-FX (by: (4))

GA n..x.. A.GAnA FB Aa NFB FX (by (8) )
If A,B = 0, then (G9) follows from (7) and (8).

The axioms follow from the Gentzen rules:
(2) foil-ows,..frQm G4' ),- (G8) and (G4).

(3):XAYF-XAY .(G7) (M):X1---X (G7)

X,Y I-X AY (G1) X,Y i-X (G5)

GX,GY f- G(X A Y) (G8) (G1)

GXAGY G(XAY) (G1G(XAY)t- GX -(G8).

p- G A G G( A Y) (G4)

G- n GY l- GX A GY ( )
(G1

C - 7- , G(X AY) F' GY (3E)
(G5) (`G5)

XG(X AY),GX,GY GXA GY Y " "
T

(G6) .(G5)
GX,G(XAY) GXA ''.Y G(XnYMGX ,GX-AUV

(G6)
G(?'A Y) I- GXA GY

-(G4)
G(:{fin GXAGY

(4): Similar to (3), use (G9), in steed of (G8).

(5) follows from (G4' )., = (G9) and (G4-)-.

modus ponens: 1-Y 14 Y
(G5)

X, X - Y - Y X
Y

} X
Y(G5)

XF- Y

I-Y

1 ... m-4

)

rGXAGY

GX,ST (X 1- GY,GXA GY G(XAV) 1-

--

3 I- - `T ,

(G6)



The intuitionistic tense trees for predicate logic we will

consider will all have constant domains. It is easy to see

that the following tense logical axioms hold in those intuiti-

onistctense trees:

(1 1) F xA(x) -- dxFA(x )

(12)--bxGA(x) -s Gb'xA(x)

In addition to (1) - (1 2) - and the usual axioms and rules-for
intuitionistic predicate logic ire also have

V B(x) )- A v dx3(x) .

e dc not know whether the system thus obtained , is complete
for intuitionistic tense trees for predicate logic with con-

stant domains.



The creative subject

We interpret "a 11- F-nA" as in c,,,' the IM has a proof that,. he

had/has/will have a proof of A at time n". If oC is a node in

an intuitionistic tense tree, then the time t(oo) of o< can be

defined by t(o<) := supi1 + (i<a . Hence in our swan-
tics we have:

a I- nA iff there exists- a bar EXI such -that for all E B

t ( ( ) = n andx
IF A:

By introducing the connective n the I:11 is able to
exploit in a more efficient way his knowledge concerning

which states of knowledge were/are/will be possible 'at a
particular moment in time. E.g. the so-called weak negation

Olr c pr Op Os - 1Of z, i. e. "I have no proof of A, but I ' canno
exclude the possibility of proving A in the future", can be
expressed in a possible state of knowledge o,, by 11-,f- All.

True to tradition we call the theory of E--n the theory of

the creative sub` ect (CS). Ho-,%ever, not all axioms of the
trariitional axiornatization of the theory of the CS are
valid jr our semantics.

Under the above interpretation of the CS the axiom

A -> n l-nA, which is usually found suspicious or at least in
need of some justifying remarks, turns out to be a trivial

consequence of the intended meaning of the connectives:

3.



for every x- oc - A " since Yif "in-any V3 - 'A; then

IF- 1-t )A and lien--ce=1a3.n 1--nA. '( £s m l`ar observation is

made in (Dummett,-1977) (martino,,1 985) and' x;1986) . )

Also Vndm( nA 4 n+ -A) '-is `"o'bvioixsly valid.

Surprisingly; though, the hardly ever disputed 3n riA )

turns out to be invalid under our-internreta'tioon. The reasons
are similar to those for the failure of if t(a) < 13,

is lawless and A := 1(1'3) = Ov 03') 0, then D I-nA

but d # A. We do have the validity of 'the following weaker
fcr.alas: -I-,(3n F-nA--!> A) and 3 n nA- 'A.

n( nA v -nA) is of course not valid under our inter-
pretation, but we do have for all (J)r-' nF( 1-: A v nA) .

(In (11rtino,1982) V n( Av n-:) is also rejected, ;though
on totally different' grounds.)

Although not'all the usual axioms for Ga are valid under

our interpretation, we-claim that the valid principles are

sufficient to rephrase Brouwer's ar=ument that 0 does

not imply > 0 or 0:-

Let
P

be the number determined by (.a,)" defined as

an = 0 if for all m < n -, t--mA 'n A

an 2 if there exists an m <n such that t-mA
an = -2-m if there exists an m (n such that m-,A

Suppose A is ,not tested, in o(,, i.e. cc 0 ,A and I>f A.

Then of 14 (> 0, since suppose of ll- (p,> 0, then o(ir- 0). But

tr A-3n

V F -,

oc :

-,

-1 F-,1-,

=
2-m



then -,3n 1-n7A and hence it-. 4Contr dicti.on>

(Here we use that, _by A 1 riA,, }.have F-nA-) -,A.

And a o,( O0, since :suppose e cFO,: then (0' 0)n. But,

then oC It- -,gin J-nA and hence &_I- -,A -,Contradiction..

Further: v ir- ( . 0,1 since- suppose for some Q.

.Then ,, ice, (; :Q ), n -T( () <O-)

4, -An F-:a A A 3nrf-n-,A
.. .

A A - - A. Contradiction.

Hence for all (S >, « 1Ff 0, ,.i e,.. o<

Hence 0 does not i-*iply . - () > 0 ar < 0.1

By V ( f - A v -, t-- . A) and V ( f- A -- F- A) ire have that f
m m n n+m

every _ n an does eventually get a (unique) value, hence, (ai )
does define a nu. ber (). (Under our .interpretation a sequence
(yi) conver_es to the real x if VDF3mdn(n.>m FO yr-xI< 2-p)).)

The, other uses of CS An the above ar ument- are applications

of F-riA which -establishes our claim..

In the above formulation of Brouwer's argument little use
iS made of the usual tense operators F and G. It is even
pos-ible to eliminate the use, of drF(.1-mA v A) , since
( t .e stronger) 3 m f-n( _mA -rA) holds. hence one could
wonder if in general the usual tense operators have a place

in intuitionistic arguments.

It is tempting to look at FA as a non-constructive
version of 3 n'l-nA. ' Ne think that this is not right.

oc i- a

we

< of t}-

(,

0.

-)

-,
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II-3n > nA means that in c the IM has constructed a time n
at which he will have a proof of A. oc t-FA means that in 4a
the Ilk? has a construction assigning to every possible future

knowledge development a time n at which he will have a proof
of A. So we may consider n A. in some sense a uniform

version of FA. And we claim that the operator F has a place

in ir_tuitionistic arguments since it is possible to have an
intuitionistic construction of FA which cannot be "unifor-
,.i zed" to produce a proof of 3n rA.

Example: Let t(rY) <113 and let Z be lawless and let
be a choice sequence defined by I(m) : 1 if me. 1x(13)1 + 12,

rt(m) 0, otherwise. Then cw 0, but c4143m

0.

We further believe that the notion of convergence men-
tior_ed above ( (yi') converges to x if VpF3m.'dr(n > m-t P( \ Yn-x

< 2-y)).), although weaker than the usual one, is- intuitionis-

tcally acceptable. The notion. of -convergence obtained by

replacing the occurences of F in the formulation above by

9 n n will be called strict convergence. ( (yi) converges
strictly to x if dp 3c a3mVn(n > m -43n- -n,(I yn-xj < 2-P)).)

The of our example converges to 0, since oC4- F9nV:m(m,> n ->

F(v[(m) = 0)). But q is not strictly convergent, since
1,41m I-m3ni(n) < 1 . The notion of strict convergence is closer

to the usual notion of conver_ence than our notion of con-
vergence is. Hence it is not surprising that the sequence
(ai) in our formulation of Brouv::er' s arpu_z:ent converges

strictly.

r_

:=

I

o<



It is to be expected that all choice sequences which

are used in intuitionistic arguments and which are conver-

gent in the usual sense will turn out strictly convergent

when translated into tensed terms. ';de may, conclude that the
operator F is probably pot needed to formulate existing
i_ntuitioni stic in tensed intuitionistic language,

since the operator -n is 1i.'e1y to be sufficient.
However, the operator F is interesting for the follo-

win two reasons:

using ,,,,e,, are able to for ulate a notion of convergence
^;hic allows us to use c oice sequences like fl above as

defining reals in our
it is possible to study e.g. lawless sequences in a language

future tense operators like F, but not con-

tainin
n.

In the`next section we are going to exploit the last mentioned

nossibil"ity.

L



4. La.Wt'ess sequences

DEFINITION 4. Z19Z2,...,Ek are lawless sequences--if with each

Ji a (possibly empty) finite sequence ni is associated and if

each i is s mapping which associates to each possible state,

of knowledge a =,oartial function . satisfying:
if a < , then Coc7 Y]

1

- for each path P t«7:at P} is a total functionU { .

- if t(x) 0, then ia] has domain

if t(00 = 0, then the domain ofa is empty
- if t(om) = lth(nthen i'` = ni

and if the following holds:
- if #r( Si 5 ... ,i

1 m
then for each oC with t (o()

max(lth(n.)) and each <p 1, ...,p,, > there is an ir e-
diate successor of oC such that i

j

The lawless sequences with-empty associated finite sequences
are. cplied oroto-lawless sequences. (Here we follow °(Troel.
stra,1983) .)

The intuitive idea behind this definition is that the Iv ,,ay

lay down-,a finite number of initial values of a lag; less se-
quence in advance. Beyond this, initial 'segment_- he -.learns

exactly one new value of t in one unit of time. At time t >,
lth(n), with n the initial segment fixed in advance, any

value of at t+1- is possible, at t >max(lth(n1),lth(n2) )

oC

c i
: oc f

{0,...,t()-1 }

=
J

,



any combination of values of
1

and,% 2
-is

,
,,

t0()
ni if lth(n,) > t ( c 4 )

17Define i C;13:_.. ,

otherwise

t (a) denotes the term obtained from t by substituting the
partial functions1ocl for the occurences of

Define oC 1-R(t19 ..,tk)1fpr closed terms, iff t, ,..,tN
are defined and R(t (',) , .. , t COO.) holds in w .4

E.g. aV-p_v= q ifftalp q or (n)p = a.

In our interpretation G lawless sequence does not have the

nrooerty of a function described by ,dx3!y y. But since
is seen as a function whose values get determined in time

the validity of `dxl!y x = y was not to be expected. Je do

have

LEA 3. For all oC oc IF- d xF

Proof. Suppose a 14dxF3! .y ix = y, then there exists an n and
a path P such that for each P EPa and each m VI n = m.

But then n Do i P -f or, each 'hence U { : E P, . ,

is not, total. "-Contradiction. Uniqueness follows from -the
imiied,iate a lwb!xyz('x = y x z T-- y z)

Remark. If one allows the use of the notion of the creative

subject one has of course. V- 3!y Ix = y, since
n

at t+1 possible,

etc.

'_ Ca]
1

functions

. . ,

= c

' x =

%

. y J x = y.

P

j ,
P

= =



of lt-b x x+1

We discriminate between i4atensional equality of lawless
sequences, denoted by- `-and -extehs ondl'-,e uali`ty, de',.

noted by The iri'terprelation of;ir_t ensionai equality

is given by:

In our interpretation = stands for yH Y)

and not for the more obvious Vx (v x x) . The reason for
this is that not even Vx(v(x = Lx-) is valid as a statement
made in time since it implies that is totally defined.
Hence = vex) is not valid and we certainly want
to have

It is easy to see that under the above interpretation

we have:

4. For all o(: of lt-

Proof. Suppose
( F _ iff

'iff
if -f

1l-
n.

= n)

H"tx.= Y)

In our interpretation the equality relation is decidabie:.

LM-VIA 5. For all o(: aC lt- kt)

Proof. Suppose cC 1Ft = vl , i..e. It}n = n for some n,m.

zx = Y.

"_",

"=". of

a Il- = : G> d >, oc }_ { (F- d ( . oc LJ = Ca
)

x =

=

_ -.> _ .

H _ .

n = m n

= y H x = 0

( = v ;d

c --;vin = m,



Then for some ?,x }- n = m and
I'

iif vj n = m. But then,

and by the definition of lawless sequences: for all there

is a 2,such that t,(4 )-1 0 and c)

Hence all there exists an n and an m such that

n = r a - and_- thus oc 1l- - xy ( x Ix =,,-y),_ i.e.

- . Hence

The axiom vhic-h says that for etach- finite sequence we can
find a la%,iless -sequence extending it is easily. seen to be
valid:

LE;i,: A 6; For a11- cc dx 3. ( -E

Proof. (it-Vx3 ( E X) iff for all n there a -,such

that oul- ! (l'th(n) n. Take a --lacles-ssequence with 'the.

finite sequence n associated to it.

The so-called principle of beer data reads

A(?) -- 3xV (x =
where is the only lawless parameter in A.
It seers obvious that nroto--la::w1ess sequences this urin-

ciple should hold. .,For lawless sequences the principle is

more dubious: we have to -make sure A does not refer to the

initial ., segment of (Troelstra,1983).. ) We will, see

that seen as a statement made in time the principle in the

above form is only valid for ?,-q ranging over proto-lawless
sequences. First we prove a rather technical lemma.

-* q

h

= = = 1.

m ", =

jp ( _ v t ).

. x) .

K

=

.



LEMMA 7. Suppose ,,...11 M

Ill -

r03= td] )v

i li
ca I

nd then 4i .:7j iff (i

are, avilness ,

= 'l-J iff ?i =
Further sup-po'se,t(oO >, lth-,(n ),: for each ni associated to
or Then;:,. .A(izf .i,....,

Proof. (induction on A)`

-For ato-ns ,,re consider identities of the for- t(?1
... , Z r) = n and on the number of., -occur-

r=nces of lav.less sequences in't.
if t -is a nu:::eral,then the lerrra is .tri
t .,

a d iv 3:Y ( i(Y) _
(s):: 0( 1t- 1

n s y)

or o: e y oc n. and air- s =

_- for y Cots == and s y(y) r
by and

y

for some y 1ife (y) =,n,and ;t> s tai:= i
(IF 3v ( I i ( Y ) n A s Z? i. y)

n-

t = hi(s): n

°- some y (y) = n and on s = y

(by and i.h.:)

= jT

for sore y t(?: (y) = n and 1L s

t = f(s1.... ,sk c< 1t- f(:s S ) n.

> for some yl ... Yk «.IF f(

= y

... Yk) .- n. and -

n

"'97m' 1I...,?n

(i£1...,n)e = i y i i
if i j, 7j

i

aa-

, ... ,

1,

- = (s) = n
n =

1- j (y) =

=

(31r-Ji(s CZi:=i) = n.
=

=

S i

i-11 i=(s1'i



- Le - oc1F BC .

C if F .for all >;oc (6if B mpl°i=es° ;gig ,C ):

Suppose that for- some.<< 8 >, ( Ii-=B"''-, where B I LL=`Zi`p

it follows from the definition of that
tS] [ bj andthere exists a such;thati i

isJ =
Yli

. And thus, by i . _"_. , . r B. But then 6 ir- C and by i . h .

`r`e n c e t ( -= C)

- The cases of disjunction, conjunction and numerical and

la-;:like ,quantifi.: ation are trivial.

Suopose

Ther for a11
1
,...,Znf ..., -n

r,17gj §.06 - i,I.1),'°then 11- B(

since 7...,
v 2'"d

if ten 39
)

CIF

if then

in n

-31

MI ?1 , ... .", r 7 V /

for some s,atisfyinc

:,u::ose all - j,...,
Then for some

But then for some

U),-= since

then take ,,n1 then take
ctrer':'ise, take so e se.tisfyi11_ 1'CaJ =

and

Suooose o(1t- GB, then for all 1r 3

Let S ( . By, the definition "of,- 1av less sequences there exists

some such that 1st
_~ ig 7LL - and

tx ;- B -

: = .

, a =

Sit- C' , ( .

- dJ-'V 7 , ... , s ! 5 , ... ,{ y ,,) .

'
i

V = ;_,

= 7i, I'r= ( , ... , ,] , ... !r lv`) , sirce
ol(,...lam! 5j!...!

- l ,')

1, (s' B( , ... ,'r ! , ... ,n, ') .

(if 'S` _ , _ , if _ i, j' _ i;' _ Eck'

' y ) )

l

d

>

, ? ] _ i S _ .].



Put then the ih. given Sjt- B' , wit11

Hence Ik- GB'

defined as above.

-Finally, suppose d lE- FB. Then._ there exists- a _bar B, such

that for all Z,E B, .c rl- B, , We rare going to- copy the bar B,,,:

Let K' be a path through . and.,l=et::; v? *

f be the functions produced by. Li, 4i andi along
K' Let: K. be, a path, through o< such, thati produces fA;

2i produces 7i *. f-; and '_I- produces f along, it.

Let E K n B,d , then determine b, on K' such that 2:0

(Then autoL atical ly and 'Y2 The set of
nodes we get by considering a,.11 path through (i forms a

bar such that for all S E 6 B' Hence FB'

I otice that the above lemma does no hold if the -language
allows reference to the finite sequences associated with: the
lav:.,less sequences,- e.g. if the language contains an operator

such that ni. In, a language containing, F-n it is
also- possible to, refer to the information, given by the as-
soci.ated finite sequences:
Let <3,5,7> be the finite sequence associated with and let

be pro to-1aw1ess such that for some :d with

t 10 Q. oe :).}- 0 (7 (2) = 7), hut not of !t- 1- 0,(rL (2) = 7).

From 7r. one can -easily derive the -validity .of the gene-
ralized principle of open data for, oroto-:lawless sequences:

LEIJMA 8. For of il- ( 1,..., k) A, A( ,..., k

B'

.

*

tPl*

CbO * ,

is .)

b
B . (3 . R

I

?

Y

-_i



Proof. Suppose for some
1Let n = < Then obviously' .11-

we have for all >.(3 and allFurthermore,

n.'

- 21 . k) -A q'&--
n Ik) A v.E n

(by Lemma 7) PI- A(o k)

Hence E n

end

2

2

Thus cc -fortes the recur red im:) licatior ° .

Le_!, 9 belovf shows that for lawless e-.cuen:ces, we do enot.

eve- --have the validity of

"Let. 0 be the bottom of an - ,intuit-onistic tense
tree. exist-s, a secu-ence-i and a

such that O1 ri_( ) --

A

Proof. Lene A($)" y'((y) = 1 z).
is proto--lawles.=.°Then b 1 Af 3) . Lei vt, b=e' la,;.-less, sequences

:ith associated finite sequences 1i(1 stands for these--

uence C1", ... 1°' of length--i.) Then there, is a oath -
that for all PO and for 'all n there exis tsl- an and

such that n = vin and lµ A(v() a bat', PO such
that E PO

i:noliesCp=

1
t -1

. If r_ >, t then choose

_ andIn+1
choose" t((5)
and 1 ?z
Hence 014F2xVit(i

,,r) AE n -a A
29

if' n<-t'V, then
Then in both U- (t( )) = 1

= z. Hence
! n and

such- that t n-;

(3>,a

q :

.. 91 > (3 11- -(l,2, ... ,
l

, ... ,

'ti-

n `d( ... ,
So 3x( 1 e x n ((

9
n YLE x -- A(, 2,..., K))).

A( ) -- F3XVd (x = x - A(7) )

L Q.

la-,:les -

= x ) .

-

PO

( E a

i=Iies
a >.

'_ _ .
=

= v-x -- A(j)).
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It follows from Lemma 7 that if o0-A(j) and if in Y- the
values known of q are identical to those of,? and the length
of the finite sequences associated with and is not larger
than the time of oC, then -11F- Of course we cannot find
uniformly an n such that the length of the associated finite
secuence of each having an initial segment in common with

is smaller than n. So we can only conclude the validity of
the fell o';;ing orlnci ales:

n( ) _ 3x(ix = Yx - A('vl)) and

A( ,...,1k) x( x = _x n (rC'
L

However, these principles do not see` to express adequately
tt^e int ft--'ve idea be!" nc the rnr=nclnle o- open data: at any
stage only an initial se merit of a lawless sequence % is

Hence if then "for all ` which are known to
have the sane initial see-ert c0-A(t,). As remarked before,
we have to exclude prcoerties A which exp1_cIt1! refer to
the finite secuence as=ociated with a lawless secuence.

In our semantics it is ooss,_ble to refer implicitly to

the associated finite sequence of a lawless sequence. E.g.

the validity of the defined in the proof of Lemma 9
depends on the fact that time has developed so far that one
cannot determine any future values of from its associated

finite sequence anymore. Hence to conclude from

it is not sufficient to know that the initial segment known

of t ig also an initial secrnent of q. In addition one may

not have any knowledge concerning values of
I
beyond this

ofj

I

>( x,12,..., K))].

oc

()



initial segment. That means that if A(?) is valid, then
there should be some initial segment of such that A(V
is valid for every v with the same initial segment and with

an associated finite sequence which does not go beyond this

initial segment. This idea is expressed by the following

principles, which are slightly stronger than those mentioned

above:

AM nx = x where x) is
defined as follows: L( ,x) y `(x) = y - , - z (_x), = Z.

r 7X /AL
29

3 ;1E,x AV ,((: n

The validity of these restricted principles of open data
fo11os fro:- Len a T. .

Fro: the fore oinr- we may conclude that the usual axioms 'or
lawless sequences need at znost, a slight modification to be
valid in our semantics.-

--,

n ^(;1,..., {) ->x`
K
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5. The -negative continuity theorem

In the last decade several `reconstruct-ions of Brouwer's-
negative (or weak) continuity theorem have been pro-posed.
(cf. (Posy,1976), (Heyting,"1981), (Veldi-an,1982) (Trdelstra,

1982) and (Martir.o,1985).) Since in the proof some references

to time are made, it may be worth wnile to give it another
look: with our se.nantics in mind.

The follov ina for-1u. lation of the nec-at ve continuity theo-
re- and its roof is an anal a.._ of the formulation i l
(Troelstra, 1982) and the one 'irk

A full function (on CO, 1 ) is a real-valued function which
is everywhere defined (on_ LO, 1- 1) . -f is ne_atively continuous

in x if for each seaiience x(n) conveIrgin to x f(x(n)) con-
verges negatively to fi.e. -,3cdn37 n(jf(x(m))=f(x)l>2-P).

T HEOiRELLT. Every full function is negatively continuous.

Proof. Let f be a full. zunction, x a real number and x(n)

a sequence of reals conversing to x,

zssua:e 3odn3nI >n lf(x(n+}}-f(x)I > ,'trite x1(n) for this

x(n'). Construct a real x by means of a choice sequence rl
.e_inec az-

Let a(n) be a sequence of rationals converging to x. Choose

for everv natural number n already considered (i) = a(i)
for all i . n, but reserve the riTht to determine at any time

>

2-?,



after q(O), ..., q(m) have ;Tbeenti_chosen, -the, choice, of .-all

further V(m+i) in such a way that either vlconverges to x

or to some x'(n).

Then f(x,,,) is not defined. This brines us to a co_ntradic-

tion and, our ;assu-mntionhas proved =to.be illegitimate. But

t:: i^ . means` that the unc tlorr; f is:.nezGLive.l.y continuous.

One of the problems in. this proof is to make sense of the
defir. tior_ of . Or the one hand 3rou;ver.s_eems to allow lots

of freedom in the choice of future values of ;while on the

of her hand he seems. to dictate, to choose .-always 7(i) = a(_ J)

Related to this is the follov in ambiguity in the notion
o7 choice secuence:°-On- t tee. one hand, a.,choice sequence is

considered to be a secuence <v1(i),Ri> of values n(i) and

restriction Ri, while ont,',e other hand, a choice sequence

is considered to be only partially developed and may there-

fore, after the choice of be represented by
spread :Mi- of .possible cnoice sequences in the first

- l . . _.

sense. Soea'.kir.g "from the outside" one can denote a possible

element of the spread iv°-n and legitimately call this ele--
meat a c1loice sequence, which is impossible fro the 'point
of vies of the "insider", l . e

..,the
subject vzhicn 1s choosi n7

values the choice'-sequence v.
The restri ction' R that v(' converges .. to x -or to some ,1' (n)

dives a spread of choice sequences possinle at t = 0,

which the choice sequence <a(i),R> _ is an element. With
75

some good will Brouwer's definition can be read as denoting

is

-

the

of
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from the. -Outside this choice sequence . ,He-rice from the ,.out-

side f is seen not to be defined on (the point core contai-
ning) the choice sequence . The insider is -able to conclude
that f is not defined an since at t O, for all, .i it is
oossible'that" i = ai. A similar Brou,, erIs

definition seems implicit in (-"V,:artino,l 1985).

Martiro Pives- attention the question
nether the negation in "Then f(xw) is not defined" .is to be

interpreted as the or as the stronF7 ne: ation. e, cl ir. s

this negation has to be weak inter-
oretati on, !=rouvv%,er's proof is. not a countereFar :rle. ,argue ent.

e agree wit his conclusions, but not with his ar=-?u-ents.
Te have seen that at t = 0 f is i; artin_o

clai'?s that since t 0 the fullness o t,* f is given; an
absurdity arises and that therefore "Brouti"er s arau= ent is
an authentic proof by contradiction..

To make clear our objection against this claim, let us
go back tc Brouwer's ar-umnent that ' Q does riot irp1y (' > 0.
or P l- C o In this O is shown not to hold by d-eri-
ving a contradiction fro,. the hypothesis that f' Q does hold.
This does not shove. -,Q > 0) since tree (tact that A is not tes-
ted is used to derive the and it ube. ex-

cluded that A .ill be tested. Similarly, 2-An In' > n )_)

-f(x)l) 2-p is shov.n not to hold at t = 0 by deriving a con_-
r ndictio-n froT! it.._ uo-ever, since this the

fact that f is not defined on -1 used and since it- cannot
excluded that f -;:ill becc;:?e defined or, :,; needs some

1i =

::e=''c

1.

=

If(v(r'
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additional considerations -t:o es>t:a:bli:sh. pdn3n'; > n , If (F( n ) )

-f (x )-l, > 2-Pi,

The derivation, of ..the _contradi tian from e 0 .does not

involve the use of an-y'f-acts "which. may become invalid in the

future: " Hence" in all possible future states: of knovIledge oc

( = 0 can be shown =rot .'to hold,. which establishes the absur4-
dit-v of c '0. ('Brouwwxwe:r does not refer, to possible future.

states of kno7Tled e, %of: course; if he derives a contradiction
from a fact which"-may become invalid, he -Uloes_--not use the

ord "contradiction", but uses. the "phrase "wicb is not the
case" i "stead.-). From °the outside it is clear that- f kill re-
v er be defined on

But else from the .inside "one car. give at t. = 0 for each
an_ element r`, of =the spread vive. by R sucr, that in O f is
not defined on A.. (Let satisfy R and- a(t(o)-1) . )

This contradicts the fullness of Hence for all a we have

x 143p4r_3n' >"n« f(x(n'))-f (x:)I > 2-p. Thus one may conclude

011-,3DVn3rn" > n If (x(n'))=f(x)l 2-p: So :r:e invoke some mere

good-1 will and 'read Brouv er's definition of the choice sequence
vI as devoting from the outside 'a choice sequence § - , rich, for

each oC is the element "< a(i) ,R> of -the spread of choice se-
auerices-wh'ich- :)-1.):._ and the restric-
tion

do not claim that the above reconstruu:ction of Brouwer's
proof is the (unique), correct one, but s,:e believe it can.
stand the co parison with" other proposed recor_st- _ ct_o:.s

=

=

.
o

f.

>

a(t(c)-1)
R.

'.e



The described ambiguity in the notion of choice sequence

provides some justification for our some-:hat liberal inter-
pretation of Brouwer's 'defin'ition of" the choice `,sequence
Listinc-uishing between an outside and an inside point of

vie,.-; on the choice sequence v,, may Derhaps see: fare=t etched,

but in our opinion the assumption rude in the first recon-
struction in (Troelstra, 1`982) cones very - close to it. (In

this reconstruction it is assumed that it is possible to
TIforset or It sbstr-ct from" the information that til(i ) l
always be chosen equal to a

re close %%,1th some- rererks or the issue o= weak vs. strong

ccurterer_amoles.

=Cove ti:e mertic e U_ e y r sn C r s tens lo:--r

surr:ests :.het her a has to be liven she strops or
Tie :ea.k sense-? e does not i r any other way exol ici tl y

-itincu =sh bet'::een ti:eak ar stror ar7,1,-.eats, e b: ir_di

catin..cc tr-t toe ar 'urnent.. makes (no) use of a by o`L:resls

;hick rnsy beco-re invalid. (This in contrast to the, reore-
_ertation o ar_u.nnernts in our, sernant_ics, which makes a proof

of - -, easily distdir7uisnabl.e from a proof of aotf A, since,
it rust explicitly mention that for any x IFf z, )

If the irsi ht r:hi ch -: arrsnts a stron- conclusion is
-ever r:ade ezolicit, then it is to be expected that it is
gore difficult to see now weak conclusions can be strenshte-
r_ed. This ri:-ht explain ww:Iny Brouwer did not grove 0

-- 0 V P < OO) by means of the fo11ov:;in eler-.ertary

".

l -
i ) . )
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.



strenght_ening of the v ea r arou ent :

Let a be a_s.ecuence co.nver2in to x the
ntn decimal

n

approximation of T1. _Let y, be the limit of the sequence T r
converses to Tr or to sore x and which satisfieshicn

Tr n = an. Let, z be t'-_e, "pr position "y is rational".r n

''.Ena -,a+ ) and Hence for allo(:
.(1Y ( 0 a) > 0 V where is aeter.nined
by b. defined as fol l o : s :

ma(r) = 0 if - or all m" t- - -,
n) = 2 .._ i_ for so7:e r < n

Hence 0 --

It

~T_kA.

n) for some T. , n

ear that the above also o:1i"es to several

other . eak ar:nu rents. In some -sense the above refutes- O.u--

meat' clan- that "the propbs_tion t at there will alw;;ays
be suitable unsolve^ probl ens i s r o t , as i t stands, a n - t1--eoren

or even TM.t' ~atical nro-)os_t-'on at all". {Our: ett,1 ?7,
0n_e ca i''"nake on-e8e1f sure c o'_: the ct that there

v i11 al,xiays be "*s:uit'ble unsolve_ orobl by creat_n -teen

oneself.

T,

r n

t(

'> C v < 0).

_
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